A Great Partnership Between DHS, Vendors, & Nebraska
NEBRASKA ELECTIONS IN A NUTSHELL

- 1.2 Million Registered Voters
- 93 Counties:
  - Arthur County: 333 Registered Voters
  - Douglas County: 358,504 Registered Votes
- 1389 Total Precincts
  - 146 Mail-Only Precincts
  - 11 Counties Entirely By-Mail
THREE PRIMARY VENDORS

- **B-Pro** - Election Software & Election Night Reporting
- **Nebraska Interactive** - Online Voter Registration Website
- Initiated Contact Regarding Resources
- Offered Security Clearances for Key Staff
- Explained Various Assessments
- Provided Recommendations
WHAT ABOUT THE VENDORS?

1. Not all resources made sense for Nebraska
2. Scheduled In person Meetings and Calls with our Vendors
3. Worked with DHS to extend Privacy Protections to Vendors
4. All 3 vendors signed on with DHS prior the General Election
All States offered an Albert Sensor
Nebraska already had a Sensor
Arranged for our Sensor to be given to ES&S for our Voter Registration Environment.
Using HAVA funds to place additional Sensors in key locations in Nebraska
WHAT ELSE?

1. Contract Language

2. Two-Factor Authentication

3. Continue to press upon vendors to take advantage of additional resources.

4. Stay informed of recent trends.
“If your vendor is not working with DHS...ask them why and then ask yourself whether they should continue to be your vendor.”
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